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Maria Colgan is a master product manager at Oracle
Corporation and has been with the company
since version 7.3 was released in 1996. Maria’s core
responsibility is creating material and lectures on the
Oracle Database and the best practices for
incorporating it into your environments. She is also

responsible for getting the feedback from our customers and partners
incorporated into future releases of the product.
Prior to this role; she was the product manager for Oracle Database In-
Memory and the Oracle Database query optimizer.

Maria is the primary author of the SQLMaria blog and a contributing author to
the Oracle Optimizer blog https://blogs.oracle.com/optimizer.
Blog: https://sqlmaria.com
Twitter: @SQLMaria
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/mariacolgan/

Oracle Autonomous Database – Under the Hood
What does "autonomous" really mean, and what makes the database autonomous? If you're
looking for the answers to these questions, this is the session for you! In this session, we invite
you to take a peek under the hood of the Oracle Autonomous Database, so you can get a clear
understanding of how our unique Autonomous Database works. We’ll share our exclusive
combination of database features, best practices and machine learning algorithms that make

up this family of cloud services. With the use of live demos, we’ll illustrates how it can simplify
your approach to data management and accelerate your transition to the cloud.

Explain the Explain Plan- Interpreting Execution Plans for SQL Statements
The execution plan for a SQL statement can often seem complicated and hard to understand.
Determining if the execution plan you are looking at is the best plan you could get or
attempting to improve a poorly performing execution plan can be a daunting task even for the
most experienced DBA or developer. This session examines the different aspects of an
execution plan, from selectivity to parallel execution and explains what information you should
be gleaming from the plan and how it affects the execution. It offers insight into what caused
the Optimizer to make the decision it did as well as a set of corrective measures that can be
used to improve each aspect of the plan.
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critical databases and building high-available Big Data environment, administering
Hadoop clusters and using different technologies like Spark, Hive, Kafka, Scala,
Impala, Flume and hands-on experience with RDBMS databases like Oracle, MS-
SQL, MySql, PostgreSQL and NoSQL databases like Cassandra, Redis, MongoDB
and HBase.
Having experience in a wide range of mission critical technologies, specializing in
best practices for Oracle Exadata, Real Application Cluster, ASM, Data Guard,
Performance Tuning and Backup and Recovery he's authored two books : "Oracle
Backup and Recovery: Expert secrets for using RMAN and Data Pump" and "Study
Guide for Oracle Certified Master 11g Exam: A Comprehensive Guide".
He is President of Azerbaijan Oracle User Group (AzerOUG) and runs a popular
blog http://www.kamranagayev.com where he shares his experience and
contributes fairly regularly to newsgroups, forums, and user group meetings and
events around the world.
He is a frequent speaker and presented in many countries, most recently at the
USA, Japan, Thailand, China, India, Argentina, Uruguay, Panama, Costa Rica,
Mexico, Guatemala, Finland, Germany and Turkey.
Blog:http://www.kamranagayev.com
Twitter:  @KamranAgayev
LinkedIn:https://www.linkedin.com/in/kamranagayev/

Move your Data Warehouse to Oracle Big Data Cloud Service
This session provides a very detailed information on how to move your On-Premise Data
Warehouse to Oracle Big Data Cloud Service. During the presentation you will learn

From DBA to Data Engineer - How to survive a career transition?
As the companies move into more complex systems of data management, the role of data
egnineer becomes extremely important. Working with big data sets requires much
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Oren Nakdimon is an Oracle ACE Director with 26 years
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based systems, as a developer, DBA, manager and
instructor.
Oren gained lots of knowledge about databases in
general, and Oracle in particular, and likes sharing it - by
blogging (http://db-oriented.com), tweeting
(@DBoriented), presenting in local and international
conferences, and more.

He believes in good collaboration between developers and DBAs, and tries to
bridge the traditional gaps between these two worlds.
Since 2012 Oren is responsible for the database development and administration
in Moovit.
Blog:http://db-oriented.com
Twitter:@DBoriented
LinkedIn:http://linkedin.com/in/orennakdimon

Constraint Optimization: The Difference A Comma Can Make
A task can be done in a very short way and in a very long way.Which one will you choose?
Knowledge is Power!  This session gives lots of interesting knowledge about an allegedly boring
topic - Constraints. And this knowledge will give you the power to optimize and make better
decisions. The behavior of adding columns and constraints to big tables in Oracle may vary
significantly, in two aspects - duratio0n and availability - based on the way we perform these
operations. In addition, different constraints may have different impact, based on their syntax,
types, states, locking, etc. Attend this session to understand what happens exactly under the
hood when we issue a simple ALTER TABLE statement, and how to utilize this knowledge for
achieving better performance or higher availability

How to Upgrade Your Application with no Downtime (and no Additional Costs!)
Do you shut your Oracle-based system down for application upgrades? Do you upgrade only at
nights and weekends (when you are tired and angry) for minimizing downtime? I don’t, for
more than 6 years now, because I use Edition-Based Redefinition (EBR). Join this session and
learn from my experience. EBR is a powerful feature of Oracle (added in version 11.2), that
enables application upgrades with zero downtime, while the application is actively used and
operational. I have been using it on a daily basis in a production site that requires frequent
application upgrades with very limited downtime, and find it very useful and fascinating. Join
this session to learn how to use EBR, see many live examples, and get tips from real-life
experience in a production site using EBR extensively
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usecases from predicting faults before they happen to
Anomaly Detection within log data , metrics data. His
previous positions have focused on performance tuning ,
high availability , disaster recovery and architecting
cloud based solutions using the Oracle Stack.
With more than 18 years of experience working in the

HA space and having worked on several versions of Oracle with different
application stacks he is a recognized expert in RAC , Database Internals , PaaS ,
SaaS and IaaS solutions and solving Big Data related problems . Most of his work
involves working with customers in the implementation of public and hybrid cloud
projects in the financial, retailing, scientific, insurance, biotech and the tech
space.
He is also responsible for developing assessments for best practices for the Oracle
Grid Infrastructure 19c including products like RAC (Real Application Clusters),
Storage (ASM , ACFS)
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Troubleshooting tips and tricks for Database 19c Bucharest oracle ############################
This session will focus on 19 troubleshooting tips and tricks for DBA’s covering tools from the
Oracle Autonomous Health Framework (AHF) like Trace file Analyzer (TFA) to collect , organize
and analyze log data , Exachk and orachk to perform mass best practices analysis and
automation , Cluster Health Advisor to debug node evictions and calibrate the framework ,
OSWatcher and its analysis engine , oratop for pinpointing performance issues and many others
to make one feel like a rockstar DBA

Introduction to Machine Learning – From DBA’s to Data Scientists
This session will focus on basics of what Machine Learning is , different types of Machine
Learning and Neural Networks , supervised and unsupervised machine learning , autoML for
training models and this ends with an example of how to predict workloads using Average
Active sessions and different algorithms as an example and also how to predict maintenance
windows for your databases. We will also use different open source frameworks as well as
some of the tools in the Autonomous Database cloud to do this. If you are a DBA and want to
learn something about machine learning and use the tools to perform your tasks more
efficiently and automatically
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Oracle at Microservices on Kubernetes and Autonomous Database Workshop
Setting up a CI/CD environment for developing Containerized Microservices on Kubernetes and
Autonomous Database (ATP), with Developer Cloud

This lab will walk you through the steps to set up a CI/CD environment for developing
Microservices, based on the automation possible in Developer Cloud and deploying all
components on Oracle's Managed Container platform and the Autonomous ATP database.

This hands-on lab will allow you to get familiar with the various Cloud Services involved :
 Provisioning an Autonomous Transaction Processing Database Instance via the OCI

Console, and connect with SQLDeveloper
 Set up a Developer Cloud project, and automate the creation of Database objects in

your ATP database
 Spin up a Managed Kubernetes environment with Terraform
 Set up the CI/CD flow for a node.js microservice, deploying onto your Kubernetes

cluster, and accessing the data in your ATP database
 Run your application !
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